Introduction
The purpose of the present paper is to define almost r-contact semisymmetric metric Finsler connection on the total space V of the vector bundle V(M) = (V,JI,M) and to study its various properties. In particular, they are studied for almost r-Sasakian semi-symmetric metric and r-Sasakian semi-symmetric metric Finsler connection on the total space of the vector bundle.
Let V(M) = {F, II, M} be a vector bundle whose total space V is an (ra+m)-dimensional C°°-manifold and the base space M is an ra-dimensional C°°-manifold. 
and U E T*{V). 
Almost r-Sasakian structure on vector bundle
Let / be an almost r-contact Finsler structure on V given by the Finsler tensor field of type (j j) with the property 
where TJ P is r, 1-form, £ p is r-vector fields and <5£ is the Kronecker symbol.
Let G be the Finsler metric structure on V which is symmetric, positive definite and non-degenerate on V. The metric structure G on V can be decomposed as
where G H is of type Q) , symmetric positive definite and non-degenerate on N u and G v is of type (jj , symmetric, positive definite and non-degenerate
where
Let Finsler metric structure G on V satisfy
which is equivalent to
.., r, is called almost r-contact metrical Finsler structure on V. Now, let us define (2.6)
Then, from (2.6) we obtain
DEFINITION 2.1. Let V be a Finsler connection on V and F be the fundamental 2-form which satisfies (2.8) 
. (VFV P )(Y V ) + (V^P)(X") = 0 for each X,Y € T U (V) and the Finsler connection V on V is torsion free, which is called r-Sasakian Finsler connection.

THEOREM 2.2. Let V be the torsion free Finsler connection together with an r-Sasakian Finsler structure on V and F be the fundamental 2-form. Then for each X,Y £ T U (V) we have
= -2 (V^X*")-Proof follows easily from (2.9), (2.10). 
Almost r-contact semi-symmetric Finsler connection
J [T(X H
for each X,Y 6 T U {V) and w G T*(V). DEFINITION 
An almost r-contact Finsler connection V on Y is semi-symmetric, if the torsion tensor T of V satisfies
T(X,Y) = V X Y -VYX -[X,Y] = X Vp (r) -YTJ P (X)
for each X,Y e T U (V). 
Proof. In view of (4.1), (4.2), we have 
for each X, Y e TU{V) and p = 1,2,..., r.
Proof. From (4.5) we obtain
(VxVpKY) = (Vxr)p)(Y) + rtP(X)r,P(Y) -G(X,Y).
Replacing Y by fY, we get, 
Proof. From (4.5), we have
I (VyV p )(X) = (V^P)(X) + v P {X) Vp {X) -G(X,Y).
From (4.7), (2.9), we obtain
C?XV P )(Y) -(Vyr, p )(X) = F(X,Y).
Since V is a Finsler connection, we get and, since V is a Finsler connection, we obtain the desired result.
